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Process towards a detector design

Physics case Detector performance 
requirements Detector design
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CERN/LHCC 2018/027 
PUB-2028-019

This talk:  
• review some recent developments for the 

physics case 
• qualitative statements on the requirements 

on the tracking/vertexing performance

PS: technological solutions to meet the physics 
requirements must be optimised in light of other 
inputs such as: cost, construction/installation time
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• High luminosity 
- Instantaneous luminosity (levelled):  

- Pileup (levelled):   

- The high pileup is the main modification to the reconstruction and analysis 
environment 

- allows for high statistics  
- at the cost of increased occupancy, ambiguities, ghosts 

 
 design the detector to be performant under these extreme conditions 

• Fixed target physics 
- installation of a polarised gas target for fixed target physics? 
- SMOG system should have little impact on the tracker requirements 

(to be confirmed...)

ℒinst = (1.0 − 1.5) × 1034 cm−2s−1

28 − 42

⇒

3

Upgrade II environment for physics

Matteo Palutan, U2 introduction 
LHCb week, Feb 2024

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1373765/contributions/5803385/attachments/2806279/4896744/U2intro_22feb2023.pdf
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LHCb Upgrade II physics programme

CP violation + CKM

Rare decays

Spectroscopy

Electroweak and QCD

Dark sector

Heavy ions

Fixed target

Charm

Strange

LHCb physics
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• cf. talk by Sneha Malde, "LHCb Upgrade 2 uniqueness in flavour physics" 
at LHCb week, Feb 2024 

• CKM phases: 
- CPV in B mixing 
- angle  from in time integrated decays 
- CPV in b baryons 

• Rare decays: 

-  

-  ( ) 
- etc. 

• Requirements ("usual suspects") 
- vertexing 
- tracking, momentum resolution 
- PID (RICH, MUON, CALO) 
- flavour tagging

γ

B0
(s) → μ+μ−

b → sℓ+ℓ− ℓ = e, μ, τ
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Figure 2.1: LHCb constraints from the dominant CKM observables to the apex of the unitarity
triangle (⇢̄, ⌘̄) with (left) current inputs (as of 2018) and (right) anticipated improvements with
300 fb�1 (⇠2038), assuming consistency with the SM [3]. Inputs from lattice QCD calculations
are required to obtain these constraints, with projections made for the expected future precision.

reduced theoretical uncertainties in measurements of the CP -violation parameters �s and � and
allowing for probes of NP at tree-level.

The golden SM benchmark is the CKM angle �, which can be determined with negligible
theoretical uncertainty entirely from tree-level processes such as B�

! DK� decays. There are
several complementary methods for determining �, involving di↵erent intermediate neutral D
meson decays, and their dominant systematic uncertainties arise from di↵erent sources. This
provides robustness against systematic uncertainties, with current estimates of the relevant
e↵ects indicating that systematic uncertainties will remain sub-limiting even with the full LHCb
Upgrade II statistics. The latest data from LHCb give a measurement of � with a precision of
⇠ 4� [9,10] which can be compared to the indirect precision from all other CKM inputs together
which have an uncertainty of ⇠ 1�. With LHCb Upgrade II the uncertainty will be reduced
down to ⇠ 0.35�, meaning that � will become the most precise SM benchmark of the CKM
paradigm against which all other CKM observables can be compared. The ECAL upgrade will
allow fully reconstructed B�

! D⇤K� decays to also be used, which will help to achieve the
ultimate sensitivity on �.

The prospects for measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb| with the Upgrade II detector are particularly
appealing. While Belle II will measure these quantities from both inclusive and exclusive decays
of light B mesons, LHCb has demonstrated that competitive sensitivity can be achieved with
exclusive decays of B0

s [29] and ⇤0

b [30] hadrons. Additional complementary measurements that
are currently inaccessible, e.g. those involving decays of B+

c mesons, will become feasible with the
large Upgrade II dataset. Furthermore, the planned detector improvements in Upgrade II will
greatly enhance the opportunities for Vub extraction with the B0

s ! K�µ+⌫µ decay. The removal,
or thinning, of the VELO’s RF foil will improve significantly the capability to distinguish signal
from background, while the TORCH detector will provide accurate particle identification of
the low momentum objects that typically arise in these decays. Progress in the measurement
of |Vub/Vcb| requires reduction of experimental systematic uncertainties, as well as improved
external inputs both for charm hadron branching fractions and calculations of form factors. All
of these appear achievable, based on currently available information.

A comparison of the current LHCb CKM constraints with the predicted Upgrade II sensitivity
can be seen in Fig. 2.1, showing the unprecedented precision that can be reached. A summary
of the predicted sensitivity to some key flavour observables is shown in Table 2.1.

New Physics in CP Violation. Generic new physics models often provide new sources of
CP violation, which could be related to the origin of the matter–antimatter asymmetry of the
Universe. The CP -violating weak phase �s is a particularly sensitive probe of new physics models

8

LHCb constraints, 300 fb−1

PRECISION? 
• My grant applications have liberally thrown 

the word “precision” around 
• But nothing close to the precision I’ll be 

speaking of today
• Not discussed detector limitations or 

systematics
• We’ll need to maintain

• Vertex capabilities
• PID (inc leptons)
• Flavour tagging
• Etc etc etc

• I’ve focused on items where we think we can 
control systematics

• But its going to be really really hard work 22nd February 2024 3

Statistical uncertainty

Systematic uncertainty

[source: Sneha Malde, 02/24]

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1373765/contributions/5803388/attachments/2806230/4896674/UP2Phy.pdf
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• cf. talk by Sneha Malde, "LHCb Upgrade 2 uniqueness in flavour physics" 
at LHCb week, Feb 2024 

• CKM phases: 
- CPV in B mixing 
- angle  from in time integrated decays 
- CPV in b baryons 

• Rare decays: 

-  

-  ( ) 
- etc. 

• Requirements ("usual suspects") 
- vertexing 
- tracking, momentum resolution 
- PID (RICH, MUON, CALO) 
- flavour tagging
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Figure 2.1: LHCb constraints from the dominant CKM observables to the apex of the unitarity
triangle (⇢̄, ⌘̄) with (left) current inputs (as of 2018) and (right) anticipated improvements with
300 fb�1 (⇠2038), assuming consistency with the SM [3]. Inputs from lattice QCD calculations
are required to obtain these constraints, with projections made for the expected future precision.

reduced theoretical uncertainties in measurements of the CP -violation parameters �s and � and
allowing for probes of NP at tree-level.

The golden SM benchmark is the CKM angle �, which can be determined with negligible
theoretical uncertainty entirely from tree-level processes such as B�

! DK� decays. There are
several complementary methods for determining �, involving di↵erent intermediate neutral D
meson decays, and their dominant systematic uncertainties arise from di↵erent sources. This
provides robustness against systematic uncertainties, with current estimates of the relevant
e↵ects indicating that systematic uncertainties will remain sub-limiting even with the full LHCb
Upgrade II statistics. The latest data from LHCb give a measurement of � with a precision of
⇠ 4� [9,10] which can be compared to the indirect precision from all other CKM inputs together
which have an uncertainty of ⇠ 1�. With LHCb Upgrade II the uncertainty will be reduced
down to ⇠ 0.35�, meaning that � will become the most precise SM benchmark of the CKM
paradigm against which all other CKM observables can be compared. The ECAL upgrade will
allow fully reconstructed B�

! D⇤K� decays to also be used, which will help to achieve the
ultimate sensitivity on �.

The prospects for measurements of |Vub| and |Vcb| with the Upgrade II detector are particularly
appealing. While Belle II will measure these quantities from both inclusive and exclusive decays
of light B mesons, LHCb has demonstrated that competitive sensitivity can be achieved with
exclusive decays of B0

s [29] and ⇤0

b [30] hadrons. Additional complementary measurements that
are currently inaccessible, e.g. those involving decays of B+

c mesons, will become feasible with the
large Upgrade II dataset. Furthermore, the planned detector improvements in Upgrade II will
greatly enhance the opportunities for Vub extraction with the B0

s ! K�µ+⌫µ decay. The removal,
or thinning, of the VELO’s RF foil will improve significantly the capability to distinguish signal
from background, while the TORCH detector will provide accurate particle identification of
the low momentum objects that typically arise in these decays. Progress in the measurement
of |Vub/Vcb| requires reduction of experimental systematic uncertainties, as well as improved
external inputs both for charm hadron branching fractions and calculations of form factors. All
of these appear achievable, based on currently available information.

A comparison of the current LHCb CKM constraints with the predicted Upgrade II sensitivity
can be seen in Fig. 2.1, showing the unprecedented precision that can be reached. A summary
of the predicted sensitivity to some key flavour observables is shown in Table 2.1.

New Physics in CP Violation. Generic new physics models often provide new sources of
CP violation, which could be related to the origin of the matter–antimatter asymmetry of the
Universe. The CP -violating weak phase �s is a particularly sensitive probe of new physics models
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PRECISION? 
• My grant applications have liberally thrown 

the word “precision” around 
• But nothing close to the precision I’ll be 

speaking of today
• Not discussed detector limitations or 

systematics
• We’ll need to maintain

• Vertex capabilities
• PID (inc leptons)
• Flavour tagging
• Etc etc etc

• I’ve focused on items where we think we can 
control systematics

• But its going to be really really hard work 22nd February 2024 3

Statistical uncertainty

Systematic uncertainty

[source: Sneha Malde, 02/24]

need excellent  
reconstruction capability

τ±

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1373765/contributions/5803388/attachments/2806230/4896674/UP2Phy.pdf
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• PID 
- tracking and ghost rejection are essential input to: 

- the RICH performance (track direction) 
- identifying neutrals in the calorimeter 

• Flavour tagging 
- cf. talk by Claire Prouve, "Update on flavour tagging", at LHCb week, Feb 2024 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

6

Tools: PID and Flavour tagging

Flavour Tagging Update

Upgrade 2 studies

10

Studies to determine the performance of the flavour tagging for different Upgrade 2 
conditions.

Use Run 3 MC and reweight/smear different variables → retrain the flavour tagging 
classifiers and determine tagging power.

● pileup
● PID efficiencies
● IP resolution
● (in)correct PV association efficiency
● ghostrate

Sara Celani, Veronika Chobanova, 
Quentin Fuehring, Stephanie 
Hansmann-Menzemer, Christoph 
Langenbruch, Peilian Li, Diego 
Martinez-Santos, Micol Olocco, 
Claire Prouve, Lennart Uecker

 parameters directly impacting 
 flavour tagging performance 
  (timing will be of help too)

⇐

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1373765/contributions/5800533/attachments/2806078/4896596/LHCbWeek202402.pdf
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• cf. talk by Mengzhen Wang, "LHCb Upgrade 2 uniqueness in hadron 
spectroscopy", at LHCb week, Feb 2024 

• Search for new hadrons 
• Measure hadron properties 

 
 exotic states (tetra- penta-quarks) 
 double-heavy baryons ( ) 
 ... 

• VELO performance is essential to: 
- reduce the background level 
- measure short lifetimes

→
→ τ ∼ 0.1 ps
→

7

Spectroscopy
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/1373765/contributions/5803391/attachments/2806037/4896678/U2_spectroscopy_v2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1373765/contributions/5803391/attachments/2806037/4896678/U2_spectroscopy_v2.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1373765/contributions/5803391/attachments/2806037/4896678/U2_spectroscopy_v2.pdf
https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP12(2021)107
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LHCb-FIGURE-2023-001

… wow-factor!

Pb-Ar collisions

Textbook fig
ure

Two well separated and independent Interaction Points working simultaneously

13.8 TeV113 GeV

Primary Vertex reconstruction

15Matt Durham – 111th LHCb week

Summary

• Upgrade 2 provides us with an opportunity to do truly unique heavy ion physics:
− Gluon dynamics at low-x will always be interesting, field rapidly evolving
− Our unique strengths measuring b hadrons directly enhance heavy ion program
− Heavy ion collisions lets us answer fundamental question about the nature of exotic 

hadrons, expanding LHCb’s proven expertise and leadership
− Bedrock heavy ion physics with charm/bottomonia suppression 

• Upcoming IFT workshop: Heavy Ion Physics with Upgrade 2
• Santiago de Compostela, 1-3 July 2024

• cf. talk by Matt Durham, "LHCb Upgrade 2 uniqueness in IFT 
physics", at LHCb week, Feb 2024 

• LHCb can provide unique input 
to heavy ion physics 
- low-x physics 
- strong interest to reach approach 

central collisions  high occupancy 

• Polarised gas target: LHCspin(SMOG3) 
- low-risk high-return programme 
- PV separated by 40cm from pp 

collisions 
 vertexing important, but timing 

probably not essential

⇒

⇒

8

Heavy ions and fixed target

LHCb-FIGURE-2023-001
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[source: Matt Durham, 02/24]

https://indico.cern.ch/event/1373765/contributions/5803393/attachments/2806373/4896956/Durham_HeavyIons.pdf
https://indico.cern.ch/event/1373765/contributions/5803393/attachments/2806373/4896956/Durham_HeavyIons.pdf
https://lbfence.cern.ch/alcm/public/figure/details/200
https://indico.jlab.org/event/663/contributions/13432/attachments/10401/15605/FT-LHC%20P.DiNezza%20-%20Spin%202023.pdf
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•  and  
- from Run 3, LHCb 

is a major player, 
covers much of 
unexplored space 

- Upgrade II: significant 
increase in sensitivity 
(  high ) 

• Similarly, unique sensitivity in other Dark Sector scenarios: 
- dark scalar, 
- axion-like particles, 
- heavy neutral leptons, 
- dark hadrons

A′ → μμ π0/η → γ(A′ → ee)

→ mA′ 

9

Dark sector
PRL 124 (2020) 041801

arXiv:2203.07048

Input from Andrii Usachov

di-electron

di-muon

= 300 fb−1

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.124.041801
https://arxiv.org/abs/2203.07048
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Dark sector (II)
Input from Andrii Usachov
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•   and   : essential inputs to much of the LHCb physics programme 

• Long-lived particles, e.g. Heavy Neutral Leptons 
 need large tracker acceptance volume 
 downstream tracking and standalone T-tracking 
 what level of momentum resolution if T stations in fringe field? 

• Hyperon decays 
- charged hyperons decaying 

in the VELO 
- track hyperons in the VELO 
- significant improvement 

of the signal selection 
 
 
 
 
 
 

K0
S → π+π− Λ → pπ

⇒
⇒
⇒

11

Medium- and Long-lived particle
3 Candidate selection and VELO matching method88

The ⌅� baryons are reconstructed as part of an abundant weak decay of the ⌅+

c baryon,89

⌅+

c ! ⌅�⇡+⇡+, which is used to benchmark the VELO matching method. The ⌅� baryon90

primarily decays to ⇤⇡�, with ⇤! p⇡�. These decays are selected in the
p
s = 13TeV91

pp collision data recorded by the LHCb detector in 2018, corresponding to an integrated92

luminosity of 2.0 fb�1. The reconstruction and selection procedure is split in two parts:93

a conventional selection, which uses downstream- or long tracks to reconstruct the94

hyperons in the LHCb software trigger, and an o✏ine step which matches the result of95

the downstream reconstruction with a candidate ⌅�-baryon track in the vertex detector,96

as illustrated in Fig. 3.97

z

x

⌅+

c

⌅� vertex

PV

⇤ vertex

⌅� trajector
y⇡+

⇡+

⇡�
⇡�

p

Figure 3: Illustration of the ⌅+
c ! ⌅�⇡+⇡+ decay. The VELO modules are drawn as vertical

gray lines; reconstructed final state particles as colored straight lines; trajectories of decaying
particles as dashed lines; decay vertices with their corresponding spatial uncertainty as colored
ellipses; and the yellow crosses represent hits from the ⌅� traversing the sensors.

3.1 Reconstruction and selection in the LHCb software trigger98

The online event selection is performed by a trigger [22, 23], which consists of a hardware99

stage, based on information from the calorimeter and muon systems, followed by two soft-100

ware stages, applying partial (HLT1) and full event reconstruction (HLT2). While generic101

selections are used in the hardware and first software stage, dedicated selection algorithms102

for ⌅+

c ! ⌅�⇡+⇡+ candidates, using both long- and downstream track reconstruction,103

have been deployed for 2018 data taking. This dedicated path of selecting and recon-104

structing candidates contributes more than 70% to the considered ⌅+

c ! ⌅�⇡+⇡+ signal105

decays, in which the ⌅� is reconstructed from downstream tracks only. The remaining106

30% is selected by trigger selections based on the topology of b-hadron decays [24,25]; and107

an inclusive ⌅�! ⇤⇡� trigger selection, using only downstream tracks. Events passing108

this trigger selection are randomly discarded, such that on average only every 20th event109

is selected, in order to fit into the budgeted bandwidth of the LHCb event triggers.110

The dedicated ⌅� hyperon trigger selections start by building a ⇤ baryon candidate111

from two oppositely charged downstream tracks, which are of good quality and combine112

to a good vertex. These two tracks need to pass proton and pion particle-identification113

criteria, using combined information of the LHCb PID detectors [26]. Another downstream114

track, assumed to be a pion, is combined with the ⇤-baryon candidate to reconstruct a115

⌅� candidate. This combination is required to point towards the interaction region. The116

4

EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH (CERN)

CERN-EP-20XX-ZZZ
LHCb-DP-2023-004
February 16, 2024

Tracking of charged particles with
nanosecond lifetimes at LHCb

LHCb collaboration

Abstract

A method is presented to reconstruct charged particles with lifetimes between 10 ps
and 10 ns, which considers a combination of their decay products, and the partial
tracks created by the initial charged particle. Using the ⌅� baryon as a benchmark,
the method is demonstrated with simulated events, and proton-proton collision data
at

p
s = 13TeV, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of 2.0 fb�1 collected with

the LHCb detector in 2018. Significant improvements in the angular resolutions and
the signal purity are obtained. The method is implemented as part of the LHCb
Run 3 event trigger, in a set of requirements to select detached hyperons. This is
the first demonstration of the applicability of this approach at the LHC, and the
first to show its scaling with instantaneous luminosity.

To be submitted to Eur. Phys. J. C

© 2024 CERN for the benefit of the LHCb collaboration. CC BY 4.0 licence.

Ξ+
c → Ξ−( → Λπ−)π+π−

the performance of the matching procedure. The fitted signal yields suggest a large157

e�ciency of the matching method, compatible with unity. In simulation data the e�ciency158

of the matching algorithm varies between 96 and 97% depending on the kinematics of159

the ⌅� baryon, or whether the simulated ⌅� is produced promptly or from heavy flavor160

decays.161

A strict MVA-based [27] selection is subsequently applied to the same data set, using162

information related to particle identification, kinematics and topological characteristics of163

the ⌅+

c baryon. The selection requirements are tuned separately for both reconstruction164

procedures, such that the same signal purity of 95% is obtained in the invariant-mass165

distributions, as shown in Fig. 5. The application of the matching procedure leads to a166

notable increase in the number of retained ⌅+

c decays by 21% (for the same signal purity),167

demonstrating its benefit over the conventional reconstruction.168
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Figure 4: Invariant-mass distributions of ⌅+
c ! ⌅�⇡+⇡+ candidates, selected using typical

online selection criteria, for (left) the standard reconstruction and (right) the VELO matching
procedure. The fits, used to determine signal and background yields, are overlaid.
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Figure 5: Invariant-mass distributions of ⌅+
c ! ⌅�⇡+⇡+ candidates with the full o✏ine selection

criteria for (left) the standard reconstruction, and (right) the VELO matching procedure. The
fits, used to determine signal and background yields, are overlaid.

4.1 Mass resolution169

A slight improvement in the mass resolution is visible in the ⌅+

c invariant-mass distribution170

presented above, which is a consequence of the improved angular precision of the ⌅+

c171

6

LHCb-DP-2023-004
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• The rule of thumb: 
  "Same or better" detector performance as in Upgrade I 

• Key tracking parameters 
- momentum resolution 
- vertexing (primary and secondary decays) 

- beauty, charm,  lepton, flavour tagging 
- but also for spectroscopy, fixed target, medium-to-long lived particles 

- ghost rejection 
 high segmentation (pixels where needed) 
 keeping (very) low material budget

τ±

⇒
⇒

12

The tracker requirements for physics

 Quantification of the requirement must come from simulation→
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• Improved efficiency at low momentum 
- slow pions in  decays 
- multi-body channels 
- access to central heavy-ion collisions 

 magnet stations (can we gain from UT in fringe magnetic field?) 

• Vertexing for decays at or near threshold  

- e.g. , ,  conversion 

- Need excellent vertex resolution to improve 
the vertex resolution in direction of the boost 

• Pseudo-rapidity acceptance: 
- well defined in the VELO + UT (straight tracks) 
- not same definition in terms of physics reach in T stations (after magnet)

D*

⇒

A → B + C (mB + mC ≈ mA)

f0 → π+π− ϕ → K+K− γ → e+e−

13

Other points to consider

θ → 0

 talk by Mary Richardson-Slipper in this session→
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• VELO 
- vertex resolution is essential for all LHCb physics 
- VELO tracks fully part of Long tracks 
- VELO tracks now used for medium-to-long lived particles 

 
         no compromise on VELO tracking and vertexing capabilities 

• Tracking (UT, MT, Magnet) 
- high tracking efficiency, in particular for high-multiplicity processes 
- low ghost level 
- excellent momentum resolution  mass resolution, background rejection 

 
        high granularity, low material budget tracker 

• Detector optimisation: 

- to be based on simulation of key physics channels 

- a global optimisation is essential to maximise the physics output

⇒

⇒

⇒

14

Conclusion

 talk by Matteo Palutan 
in this session

→


